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The goal of the National Seminar on Jesuit Higher Education and its publication *Conversations* is to strengthen the Jesuit identity of our 28 colleges and universities. First, each issue is written to stimulate the campus dialogue – through departmental discussions or faculty symposiums – on the pursuit of various ideals. Second, through our various departments – feature articles, forums, book reviews, reports, and Talking Back – we want to keep the conversation going to build on the progress we have made. Our members, representing various institutions and disciplines, visit three colleges and universities a year and listen to groups of faculty and students in order to decide the themes for each issue.

**Members of the Seminar**

**Mark G. Bosco, S.J.,** is the director of the Hank Center for Catholic Intellectual Heritage and joint professor of English and theology at Loyola University Chicago.

**Laurie Ann Britt-Smith** is an associate professor in the English department at University of Detroit Mercy, Detroit, Michigan.

**Kristin Heyer** is a professor in the religious studies department at Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, California.

**Patrick J. Howell, S.J.,** is chairman of the seminar and professor of pastoral theology at Seattle University, Seattle, Washington.

**James McCartin** is an associate professor of theology at Fordham University and director of the Fordham Center on Religion and Culture.

**Diana Owen** is associate professor in the department of communications, culture, and technology at Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

**Stephen C. Rowntree, S.J.,** an associate pastor at the Holy Name of Jesus Parish in New Orleans, is the secretary of the National Seminar on Jesuit Higher Education.


**Michael Serazio** is an assistant professor in the communications department at Fairfield University, with interests in popular culture, advertising, journalism, and new media.

**Sherilyn G.F. Smith** is an associate professor in the biology department at Le Moyne College.

**Jessica Wrobleski** is an assistant professor of theology and religious studies at Wheeling Jesuit University, and her interests include social and political ethics and the place of spiritual disciplines in the moral life.

**Writing for Conversations**

Most of the articles are commissioned according to a certain theme for each issue, but we welcome unsolicited manuscripts. Ideally they should explore an idea that will generate discussion. Try to avoid articles that simply describe a worthy local project.

**Guidelines.**

- Please keep unsolicited submissions to 1000-1200 words. We may ask for reductions depending on the topic.
- Do not include footnotes. Incorporate any needed references into the text.
- The *Conversations* style sheet is available on request.
- We welcome photographs, fully captioned, preferable of action rather than posed shots.
- Send the manuscript as a Microsoft Word attachment to conversamag@gmail.com

Permission is granted to reprint articles from *Conversations* for any educational purpose, provided credit is given. *Previous issues of Conversations are available at http://conversationsmagazine.org*

**COMING UP** Issue #49 (Spring 2016) Globalization of Jesuit Higher Education.